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Benefits of Supervision

- Contribute to the field
- Professional development
- Self-reflection
- Recruitment
How to Develop as a Supervisor

- Engage in trainings
- Learn from students
- Embrace the role
Print Resources for Supervision

**Primary Literature**
- Journal of Genetic Counseling
- Counseling Literature

**Forms/Documents**
- UAB GC Supervisor Website
- NSGC Listservs/SIGs

**Forms:**
- Syllabus, template
- Cross Rotation Objectives
- In-Session Checklist: Overall Session Agenda
- Grading Rubric for Clinic Notes
- Grading Rubric for Presentations
- Goal Setting Worksheet
- Guidelines, Psychosocial Roles
- Logbook Form
- Schedule, Sample
- Orientation Checklist
- Be Proactive: Reflect and Set Your Goals as a Supervisor Using This Form
- Supervisor Strategies
- UAB Session Sheet, Supervisor Comments
Training Resources for Supervisors

AGCPD Supervision Training

- Student Entrustment
- Goal Setting
- Providing Feedback
- Psychosocial Skills
- Supervisor Self Care

UAB Summer Supervision Training

The University of Alabama at Birmingham Genetic Counseling Program Supervisor Website
THANK YOU FOR WATCHING
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